As an example of a spatial manipulator with large work space a 3-DOF overhead crane is considered. A nonlinear model of the overhead crane, including drive dynamics, is derived. The drives of trolley and winch are controlled by velocity controllers. Therefore the dynamics of the drives can be approximated and thus included into the model description. The states of the system are parameterized by the position of the load and its derivatives, therefore a flatness based trajectory tracking controller is derived. The controller achieves good tracking behavior and oscillation damping. It is shown that the controller is independent of the load mass and includes changes of the rope length. The strategy is implemented on an exemplary 3-DOF overhead crane and measurement results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Exact positioning of a heavy load with an overhead crane requires the operator to preemptively account for the inertia of the carried mass to avoid overshoot of the load. A skilled operator is able to use the trolley to smoothly brake the load such that it reaches the desired target position without load swing. Especially uncertainties of the load mass, different rope lengths and the constrained work area within manufacturing plants require the operator to move the load cautiously and therefore slower than possible, thus increasing transit times and reducing productivity. To increase efficiency and operating safety anti-sway controllers and trajectory tracking controllers are implemented. The demands for exact positioning of the load as well as high velocity transitions between grabbing and depositing of the load contradict each other. Designing a controller with good oscillation damping usually results in poor tracking behavior of the load position and vise versa. Flatness based control allows to design a controller, which achieves good tracking and oscillation damping. In addition, by including the height of the load into the control scheme, the controller accounts for hoisting and lowering of the load. This enables the operator to move a load simultaneously within all three dimensions of the work envelope and thus reduces transition times.
On an existing crane setup the available input is usually not the force, but a reference velocity of the drive. Therefore the challenge of this work is to transfer the concept of flatness based control to a crane setup, where the trolley is not driven by a force input, but by velocity controlled drives. To achieve differential flatness it is necessary to include the height of the load into the model description, such that the reference hoisting speed becomes the third input to the system. Since the 1980s the control of gantry crane system has been a subject of research, e.g. Auernig and Troger (1987) . Since then a lot of different controllers and control methods for overhead and boom cranes have been developed, either linear controllers Yanai et al. (2001) ; Piazzi and Visioli (2002) ; Ahmad et al. (2009) or nonlinear strategies Fliess et al. (1991); O'Connor (2002) ; Yusop et al. (2008) ; Lee (1998) ; Kiss et al. (2001) ; Almutairi and Zribi (2009) . Anti sway control of overhead cranes is applied to reallife system e.g. Kim et al. (2004) .
Modeling the load dynamics in dependence of the trolley has been done in e.g. Lee (1998) , Kiss et al. (1999) and Chwa (2009) , where the force applied to the trolley and rope are used as inputs to the system. This leads to a control-law depending on the load mass. Fliess et al. (1991) used the reference acceleration of the load as the input to the system, thus the controller becomes independent of the load. We use a similar approach but include the dynamics of the drives into the design process of the flat control law as well. An overview of the application of flatness based control to various types of cranes is given in Kiss et al. (1999) . Kiss et al. show flatness for different types of cranes, where the force or torque are inputs of the system. A nonlinear control approach has been implemented in Arnold et al. (2007) , where reference trajectories are generated by a model predictive algorithm.
We derive a model of the three dimensional overhead crane, which uses the desired trolley velocity in and direction and the desired hoisting velocity as the system input, assuming a first order approximation of the drive dynamics. The resulting nonlinear dynamical system is proven to be flat and a state parameterization is derived. Hence a controller for the resulting integrator chain can be derived by pole placement. The controller is independent of the load or trolley mass. By using the full three dimensional model in the nonlinear controller design process the feedback is independent of the rope length and no gain scheduling is needed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a nonlinear model of the three dimensional overhead crane is derived, special attention is given to the used system inputs. The next section shows the flatness property of the system. In Section 3 a nonlinear trajectory tracking controller is derived. The controller is implemented at an overhead crane test system and measurement results of the achieved performance are shown in Section 4. In Section 5 the work and benefits of the used control approach are summarized.
MODELING OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL OVERHEAD CRANE
The schematic setup of the three dimensional overhead crane is shown in Figure 1 . The trolley position ( ) is assumed to be a time dependent function
where ( ) and ( ) are the position of the trolley in and direction. Therefore, with and as the measured cardan angles of the pivot point, as shown in Figure 1 , the position of the load ( ) is 
and therefore the velocity of the load ( ) is calculated by time derivation
The acceleration of the load ( ) can be written as
The reaction force between load and trolley can only act alongside the rope. The distribution matrix Q can therefore be written as
The mass matrix M of the assumed point load with mass is, 
. (9) It is easy to see that (9) is independent of the load mass . Due to¯ ( ) in (5) the equations of motion of the three dimensional overhead crane (9) depend on the position of the trolley ( ), the velocity of the trolley ( ) and the acceleration of the trolley ( ) as well as the rope length ( ) and its first and second time derivative. The second order differential equations arë
(10b) The second order differential equations for and become singular for the case of zero rope length ( ) = 0, which is the singularity of the cardan angle description. In addition (10a) become singular for = 0, which corresponds to the rope being horizontal. Both cases are not relevant in the practical use of an overhead crane and can therefore be neglected.
The drives of the trolley movement in and as well as the winch are controlled by velocity controllers, therefore we assume a reaction less dynamic behavior of the drives as simple first order transfer functions with gain and time constant
Substituting (11) in (9) and extending the equations of motion by the drive dynamics, we yield the state space representation of the three dimensional overhead crane.
The state vector and first order system become
where the time is omitted to increase readability. The functions ( ) and ( ) can be easily derived by the combination of (10) and (11).
CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section we show that the system derived in Section 2 is a differentially flat system, where the position of the load ( ) is a flat output of the system. Based on the resulting parameterization a feed-forward control can be computed for sufficiently smooth trajectories of the load. Based on the integrator chain, within flat coordinates, a state feedback-law can be implemented to reduce positioning errors and damp oscillations of the load.
Flat output of the System
A definition and discussion of flatness and its application to MIMO systems can be found in e.g. Hagenmeyer (2003) . Its application to a variable length pendulum is given in Sira- Ramirez and Agrawal (2004) .
Selecting the load position as the flat output yields
The first derivative of with respect to time becomeṡ
further derivation with respect to time yields¨
. (16) From Section 2 and by introducing the acceleration generated by the rope force = the principle of linear momentum of the load becomes
Hence, by comparing (16) and (17) the acceleration is
which is equivalent to solving (8) with respect to and division by . It is now possible to derivate (17) with respect to time, which yields the third and forth derivative of the load position
and
2 ( , , ,˙ ,¨ )
Parametrization of the States
After we derived the dependence of the load position, velocity and further derivatives with respect to the states , the inputs and the acceleration alongside the rope , we have to find a parametrization of the states and inputs with respect to the position of the load .
To evaluate the cardan angles and we use the acceleration¨ in (17). Projection of (17) onto a line, which is orthogonal to the rope as well as to the , respectively the -axis allows us to eliminate the unknown acceleration in (17). In case of the -axis we yield
which can be solved for
Projecting (17) onto the line orthogonal to the -axis, yields ¨ 3 + ¨ 1 = − (23) which can be solved for
Furthermore (14) can be solved for , and
By derivation of (21) and (23), the parameterizations for cardan angle velocities˙ and˙ arė
2 ,
) .
And by solving (15), we yield the trolley velocities˙ anḋ as well as the winch speed˙
)
= 7
= 6
The parameterization of the input vector can be found by solving the second derivative of (21) for as well the second derivative of (23) for . The input can be found by solving¨ 3 in (16) for
,
This results in a parameterization of the states as well as the inputs with respect to the position of the load and its time derivatives. Therefore the system derived in Section 2 is flat, where the position of the load is a flat output of the system.
Design of a Trajectory Tracking Controller
The system described in Section 2 is flat with the parameterization given in Section 3.2. Since the system has ten states, the sum of the vectorial relative degree has to be ten as well, we choose = [4 4 2]. Using (14) we can compute the measured load positions by measurements of the states , the sames goes for the load velocities˙ , by (15). Unfortunately the second derivative¨ of the load already depends on the full input . By application of the principal of linear momentum and the acceleration along the rope we yield
We assumed the relative degree of 3 to be two, therefore the second derivative of 3 is equal to the new virtual input
which can be solved for . Assuming state feedback of the measured dynamics of 3 , we yield the virtual input 3 and its first and second time derivatives
Replacement of in (35) yields measurements for¨ 1, and¨ 2, ,¨ 3, is known from (36)
the third derivative
where 1 and 2 are the virtual inputs to the forth derivative of 1 and 2 . To achieve trajectory tracking control, we set 1 = (4) 1,
−¨ 2, ), (42b) where 1,0(1)3 and 2,0(1)3 are state feedback gains, to achieve a stable behavior of the resulting integrator chains. Solving (41), yields the inputs , and . The information flow of the derived controller and the modeled system is illustrated in Figure 2 . The reference trajectory generator has to generate 4 reference values for the load position. We used a constant jerk derivative input to generate the trajectories used in Section 4.
IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
At the Institute for System Dynamics, exists an experimental setup of a three dimensional overhead crane, see actuated by electrical motors, which are driven by power amplifiers to achieve the desired motor velocities. The time constants of the drive controllers have been identified for the bridge, trolley and rope drives, see Table 1 .
The controller design process provides a feed-forward input, if the mapping of the reference and its derivatives to the states is used to compute the inputs . The values of the reference trajectory are plotted for a movement in -direction. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the trolley drives ahead of the load at the beginning of the trajectory, thus a non zero angle results in a reference acceleration of the load. During the constant velocity phase the trolley runs level with the load, the rope angle is zero. To stop the load at the end of the trajectory the trolley breaks early to induce the negative acceleration to the load and catches up to the load at the reference position. The difference between the acceleration and breaking behavior shown in Figure 4 is due to a change in the reference position 3 , the load is lowered during the transition between 3,0 = −0.6m and 3, = −1.2m. The trajectory tracking behavior of the controller is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The load is first moved in direction, starting at 0 = [★ 1.2m −0.5m] and moved clockwise around the trajectory shown in Figure 6 . The controller shows good tracking behavior even at the parts of the trajectory, where the load is simultaneously stopped in -direction and lowered in -direction. Figure 7 shows the measured velocity of the load in -direction˙ 2, compared to the reference value. The measured velocity tracks the reference values. Due to the flatness based design process the dynamics of the position error do not change, while the load height is changed and no gain scheduling has to be implemented.
CONCLUSION
The three dimensional overhead crane can be modeled as a three dimensional pendulum, where the trolley and rope are actuated by velocity controlled drives. Assuming a first order dynamic behavior of the velocity inputs, we derived a model, where no force input to the system is used. The inputs of the system are given by the reference velocities provided to the velocity controllers of the actuators. The model is independent of the load mass . A parameterization of the system states and inputs in dependence of the load position and its derivatives can be found, hence the system is flat. Design of a state feedback controller for trajectory tracking yields a controller, which is robust against changes of the load mass and incorporates the simultaneous change of rope length and positions. The error dynamics of the controlled overhead crane can be designed by pole placement, in Figure 5 the congruence between desired and resulting dynamic behavior is shown.
The flatness based control scheme provides a trajectory tracking controller, which includes a feed forward input to the system, by the used reference values of the load position, as well as an oscillation damping by the feed back part of the controller.
Using the input to the velocity controlled drives is beneficial in the application of the proposed scheme to existing overhead crane setups. The independence of the load mass and the robust behavior of the control scheme with respect to the rope length improves the usability of the proposed controller design. The scheme allows the operator to simultaneously hoist and move the load, without a reduction of control performance.
